Cool stuff that you didn't know about The Purring Quest (Spoiler
inside!)
Not recommended to read before you have finished the video game.
1.- All the cats that appear in The Purring Quest, except the main character, Kimchi, are cats that
exist in real life. Some of them are internet celebrities.
2.- The animation of the video game have been drawn frame by frame by Javier Granados, a
traditional animator with experience in major studios like Disney and Warner.
3.- All the members of Valhalla Cats have at least one cat.
4.- The co-founder and human resource manager at Valhalla Cats is Tika The Evil Cat. You can
check her biography here.
5. In the fifth level, the skyscrapers, there is a very special constellation. Are you able to find it?
6.- In the graveyard level there is a tombstone with an urn. It is an urn with Tonk's ashes. Tonks was
one of the winners of a contest and died in 2014.
7.- In the graveyard there is a special tomb with a portrait of a beautiful calico cat. She was Mimi,
the cat of The Purring Quest´s creator´s girlfriend . She died because of a veterinary negligence.
8.- There are some mysterious eyes in a bush of the graveyard. If you stay for a while in front of
them you will hear a peculiar sound that only can be of a particular cat: It is Tika!
9.- We are against declawing. In level 2 you can see a graffiti that says “Don't Declaw” and in the
last level there is a poster of “Paw Project”, the movie about this cruel practice.
10.- The caged kitties are the winners of a contest we celebrated to give every cat owner the
opportunity to appear in the video game. All the winners are special needs kitties. Snicker has no
eyes, Abb and Daisy only have one, Sheldon has Manx Syndrome, and Tonks [who passed away
last summer] was deaf.
11.- During the video game you will see lots of posters of cats. Some such Boo Boo Moriarty or
Magnus are Tika's cousin and fiancé respectively. Dólar, Herman and Tormenta won their
appearance thanks to a contest and Pulguita is the cat of the founder's sister.
12.- In some subsoil areas in the level 1 and 2, you can see fossil like trilobites and amonites or
dinosaurs bones. Fossils are one of the hobbies of the creator Jose.
13.- In the fourth level, you can see a very special newspaper in a shop window: The Catnip Times.
This portal was the very first in supporting the video game, even they published an interview when
nobody knew us. Thank you Lauren, we are eternally grateful for that.
14.- In level 5 there is a poster of GreenCatArt, a blog that has supported us a lot from the
beginning.

15.- In the sky of the gothic district there is a cloud with a very unusual shape. Are you able to see
it?
16.- In the gothic district, there is a little miniature house on one of the walls of a building. It is “La
casa de los gatos”, a catflap located in barrio del Carmen of the city of Valencia.
17.- Have you seen the graffiti in the level 4 where it is explained how to pet a cat? Study it
carefully, it will keep you safe from scratches.
18.- In the city level, one of the cars has something strange in the bonnet. Do you know what could
it be?
19.- In the gothic district there are some gargoyles a bit...catlike. Have you seen them?
20.- In level 3 there is a graffiti that warns about the importance to tell your cat about the catnip
effects. Seeing the level 4 graffiti, it seems that someone ignored the warning.
21.- I n the city there is a Tika's graffiti. Even in the videogame Tika has fans.
22.- Have you notice that the building site has cat surveillance?
23.- The front of Nora´s house is a reproduction of her home.
24.- Do you know who is the cat on the poster near Oskar?. He is his adventure mate Klaus.
25.- In the Skycrapers level you can see a poster of Calzados Picón. A nod to creator's father shoe
company.
26.- In the graveyard level there is a tomb of someone who left many descendants. Can you find it?
27.- In Valhalla Cats we are committed to animal social causes, so a percentage of the profits will
go directly to various animal welfare organizations. If you have not benefitted yet from our
donation program don't hesitate to send us an email to valhallacats@gmail.com.
28.- It seems that in the level 4 someone ignored the wet concrete sign.

